
Sl. No  Topics Sl. No  Topics
1 Seven wonders of the world 39 Food wastage in India
2 Is greed good? 40 North Korea's nuclear weapon's programme
3 Open source projects 41 Public Sector Banks
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3 Open source projects 41 Public Sector Banks
4 Should we think critically? 42 Teaching children about 'fairplay' is important
5 Surveillance cameras in public spaces 43 Iconic filmstars  and politics
6 Alternatives to fossil fuel 44 Income disparity in India
7 Is exercise important? 45 Fortune favours the bold
8 The phenomenon of reality shows 46 What is corporate social responsibility?
9 The economic slowdown in India 47 What is 'inclusive growth?

10 Should EVMs be used in elections? 48 The power of social media
11 Indian start ups 49 Fast food and obesity
12 Language can build communities 50 Importance of newspapers
13 What is 'Bitcoin'? 51 The dangers of credit cards
14 How can we tackle climate change? 52 Is it important to have a college education?
15 Market strategy of online sales 53 The 'Jio' story
16 Academic dishonesty 54 The culmination of the 2G scam
17 What is ethical hacking? 55 The 2G scam verdict17 What is ethical hacking? 55 The 2G scam verdict
18 Save the rivers campaign 56 Lessons to be learnt from the Infosys saga
19 A leader is born not made 57 Random acts of kindness
20 Does an Individual's vote matter? 58 What is road rage?
21 Does luck play a role in success? 59 Is India safe for tourists?
22 The 'fake news' phenomenon 60 Cleanliness is next to Godliness
23 Can humour heal? 61 Ethics in business
24 Is India's bullet train a necessity? 62 Should there be a cashless economy?
25 The UN vote against Jerusalam being the capital of Israel 63 Should time be managed?
26 India's new Moody rating 64 Freedom of press
27 Celebrations that unite communities 65 Why do Indians always break traffic rules?
28 Importance of good healthcare 66 The person who influenced my career choices
29 Impact of oil spills on marine life. 67 What are carbon footprints?
30 The relevance of the UN 68 Impact of demonetisation30 The relevance of the UN 68 Impact of demonetisation
31 The relevance of history 69 The pros and cons of the 'Selfie'
32 What are greenhouse effects? 70 Can India become a sport playing nation?
33 Save a tree, Save the earth 71 The future of traditional artisans
34 Goals and priorities are needed to suceed in life 72 The hallmark of good governance
35 Should recycling be made mandatory? 73 Why should the tiger be protected?
36 What it means to be a hero 74 Air pollution in the national capital
37 Practice makes perfect 75 You cant judge a book by its cover
38 Is discipline necessary?
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All candidates are required to participate in the Micro Presentation (Extempore) to test their communication skill and knowledge on the given topics.
The Micro Presentation is for 90 seconds per candidate,
Each Candidate will be asked to pick a topic on random basis at the Selection Process Venue and present orally on the Topic.
Candidates will have a chance to present only ONE topic listed. No second chance will be given to any candidate
Candidates should not possess any material related to the Topics during the Selection Process5
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Cellular Phone, Satellite Phone, Pager, Scientific Calculators, Notebook, Textbooks, Printed Materials etc., are not allowed into the Selection Process Venue.
The decision of the GD/MP Panel will be final and binding

Candidates should not possess any material related to the Topics during the Selection Process
Candidates will not be permitted to present any topic in Power Point (PPT) or Video


